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By Mr. Businger of Brookline, petition of John A. Businger for
legislation to make further changes in the law relative to the election
of delegates and alternate delegates to national conventions of
political parties chosen for Presidential primaries. Election Laws.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Five

An Act making further provisions for the presidential

PRIMARIES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 708 of chapter 53 of the General
2 Laws, as most recently amended, is hereby further amended by
3 striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the

5 Section 708. In any year in which candidates for presiden-
-6 tial electors are to be elected, the election of delegates and
7 alternate delegates to national conventions of political parties
8 shall be by direct plurality vote in primaries. The number of
9 delegates at large and alternate delegates at large, and the

10 number of district delegates and alternate district delegates
11 shall be fixed by the state committee, who shall give notice
12 thereof to the state secretary on or before the second Tuesday
13 in January. Except as provided below, the number of district
14 delegates shall total at least eighty percent of the number of

*.5 votes which may be cast at the national convention of the
16 political party by the delegation from the commonwealth, and
17 the remaining number of delegates shall be elected at large; and
18 provided further that the number of alternate district delegates
19 shall total at least eighty percent of the number of alternate
20 delegates allocated by the national committee, and the remain-
-21 ing number of alternate delegates shall be elected at large.
22 District delegates and alternate district delegates shall be clec-
-23 ted by congressional districts, and shall be apportioned among
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4 following section:
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the districts on the basis of population. Notwithstanding the ?
foregoing, however, if the number of delegates to be elected by
congressional districts shall be insufficient to permit the alloca-
tion of at least five delegates to each district, all delegates and
alternate delegates shall be elected at large. Each delegate shall
have a full vote at the national convention of the political
party, nor shall there be any allocation of delegates or alter-
nates which is based upon the assignment of a fraction of 'jfJ
vote to such delegate or alternate. At such primaries, members
of state, ward and town committees shall also be chosen, to
the number fixed as provided in chapter fifty-two.
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SECTION 2. Section 70D of chapter 53 of the General
Laws, as most recently amended, is hereby further amended by
striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following section;
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Section 70D. Nomination of candidates for delegates and
alternate delegates to national conventions and members of
political committees shall be by nomination papers which shall
be prepared and, on request, furnished by the state secretary.
In the case of candidates for delegates at large or alternate
delegates at large such papers shall be signed in the aggregate
by at least twenty-five hundred voters. Such papers for all
other offices to be filled at the presidential primaries shall be
signed by a number of voters as follows; - for district dele-
gates and alternate district delegates, five hundred voters; for
members of state committees, fifty voters; for members of
ward and town committees, five voters.
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Section forty-five shall apply to such papers for candidates
to be voted for at presidential primaries, except that nomina-
tion papers for ward or town committee shall not include the
eight word statement referred to in said section. Nomination
papers for candidates for state committee may include such
eight word statement, and if the candidate is a veteran, as
defined in section twenty-one of chapter thirty-one the word
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“veteran” may be used. Said nomination papers of candidates
for state committee who are elected incumbents thereof may
also contain the statement “Candidate for Re-election”. Nomf-
nation papers of candidates for delegate and alternate delegate
to the national conventions of political parties shall contain, in
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no more thrji three words, after the name of each candidate,
his binding presidential preference, expressed as “Pledged to
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provided, however, that any such candidate who does
not indicate a preference shall insert after his name the word
“Uncommitted.” Such nomination papers may also include
thereafter the statement referred to in section forty-five; pro-
vided that the entire statement, including the statement of
preference, or the word “Uncommitted,” shall contain no more
than eight words. Nomination papers may contain the name of
more than one candidate for delegate or alternate delegate or
for members of ward and town committees. No person pledged
to a candidate for the presidential nomination shall be nomi-
nated for delegated or alternate delegate by nomination papers
which contain the name of any person who is not pledged to
the same candidate for the presidential nomination.
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j SECTION 3. Section 70E of said chapter 53, as most
2 recently amended, is hereby further amended by striking out
3 said section and inserting in place thereof the following sec-
4 tion:
5 Section 70E. The state secretary shall cause to be placed on

5 the official ballot for use at presidential primaries, under
7 separate headings, and in the following order, the names of
8 those candidates or potential candidates for the office of
9 president of the United States whom he shall have determined

10 to be generally advocated or recognized in national news media
11 throughout the United States, the names of any other candi-
12 dates or potential candidates for nomination for president whose
13 names are proposed therefor by nomination papers prepared
14 and furnished by the state secretary, signed in the aggregate by
15 at least twenty-five hundred voters, and the names of those
16 candidates or potential candidates for nomination for president
17 whose names appear on written lists signed by the chairmen of
18 the state committees of the political parties, a blank space in
19 which the voter may, if he does not vote for any of the
20 candidates for president whose names are printed on the ballot,
21 insert the name of any person of his choice as a candidate for
22 president and the word “Uncommitted” in letters of the same
23 size and style as those used to print the names of the
24 presidential candidates. The names of the candidates and
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rpotential candidates for the presidential nomination of a politi-
cal party which are to be printed on the ballot shall be listed
on the top of the ballot in a single, horizontal row, arranged in
alphabetical order in accordance with their surnames, and at
the end of the list, at the right, there shall appear, first, the
word “uncommitted,” and, second, the blank space for the
insertion of a name. Each candidate’s name, the word “uncom-
mitted”, and the blank space shall be followed by a square inj|
which the voter may record his vote. Votes for “uncommitted”
so recorded, if otherwise valid and effective, shall be deemed
votes for a presidential preference for all of the purposes of
this chapter.
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The names of candidates for delegates at large and alternate
delegates at large, district delegates and alternate district dele-
gates pledged to a candidate for the presidential nomination
shall be printed in that order, in a column beneath that
presidential candidate’s name. The names of candidates for
delegates at large and alternate delegates at large, district
delegates and alternate district delegates, in that order, who are
not pledged to a candidate for the presidential nomination, or
who are pledged to a candidate who has not filed an assent to
their pledge with the state secretary as prescribed in this
section, or.who are pledged to a person who has filed an
affidavit under this section requiring the removal of his name
from the ballot, shall be printed in a column below the word
“uncommitted.” The names of candidates appearing in nomina-
tion papers containing nominations for all the places to be
filled shall be placed first on said ballot, in the appropriate
columns, arranged in groups and in the same order as in the
nomination papers. The order in which the groups shall appear
shall be determined by lot in the manner provided in section
thirty-four and each group of alternate delegates shall immedi-
ately follow the particular group of delegates with which it is
affiliated. The names of candidates appearing in nomination
papers containing nominations for less than all the places to be
filled shall follow, in the appropriate columns, alphabetically
arranged. In the column below the blank space provided for
tire insertion of a presidential choice by the voter, a sufficient
number of blank spaces shall be provided to permit the voter
to insert the names and supposed presidential preferences of
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65 candidates of his choice for delegates at large, alternate dele-
-66 gates at large, district delegates and alternate district delegates,
67 up to the full number to be elected, if and to the extent he
68 does not vote for delegate and alternate delegate candidates
69 whose names are printed on the ballot.
70 The chairman of the state committee of a political party and
71 the state secretary shall submit lists or prepare lists of candi-
72 dates for president, as aforesaid, no later than tire first
73 Wednesday in February, and shall notify each such candidate
74 forthwith, by registered mail, of the presence of his name on
75 said lists. No name shall be removed from said lists, nor from
76 the ballot, unless such candidates shall file with the state
77 secretary an affidavit stating that he does not desire his name
78 printed upon said ballot at the forthcoming presidential pri-
79 mary. Such affidavit shall be filed with the state secretary no
80 later than the final hour for the filing of withdrawal certificates
81 prescribed by section twenty-five.
82 The ballot shall also contain the statement of the preference
83 of each candidate for delegate or alternate delegate as to a
84 candidate for nomination for president which appeared upon
85 his nomination papers; provided that no such statement of
86 preference by any candidate shall appear upon the ballot unless
87 such candidate for nomination for president files his written
88 assent thereto with the state secretary on or before five o’clock
89 in the afternoon of the last day for filing nomination papers.
90 Such assent may be communicated by telegraph. The state
91 secretary, if no such assent is filed as herein provided, shall
92 substitute the word “uncommitted” for said statement of
93 preference, and shall cause the statement of preference or the
94 word “uncommitted” to appear upon the ballot in capital
95 letters of the same type size and style as that in which the
96 name of the candidate appears; but no such statement shall be
97 added to or changed following the last day for filing nomina-
98 tion papers.

99 The name of any person shall not be printed on the official
100 ballot for any presidential primary as a candidate for the office
101 of delegate to a national convention and as a candidate for the
102 office of alternate delegate thereto nor more than once as a
103 candidate for either of such offices. The portion of the ballot
104 which includes the names of the candidates for nomination for
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105 president and the names of candidates for delegate and alter-
-106 nate delegate to the national convention shall appear sub-
-107 stantially as follows;

PART I: STATEMENT OF PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
Mark (x) in only one (1) box in this part

CANDIDATE A □ CANDIDATEB □ CANDIDATE C □ UNCOMMITTED □ (WRITE-IN)

□

PART II; CANDIDATES FOR DELEGATES & ALTERNATE DELEGATES TO NATIONAL CONVEN-
TIONS;
Vote for not more than ? candidates for delegateat large; not more than ? candidates for alternate at large; not
more than ? candidates for district delegate and not more than ? candidates for alternate district delegate,but
you may vote for candidates

in one or more columns in thia part:
PLEDGED TO A: PLEDGED TO B: PLEDGED TO C: UNCOMMITTED; (WRITE-INS):
Delegates At-Large Delegates At-Large Delegates At-Large Delegates At-Large Delegates At-Large

□ □
□

□
□

Alternate Delegates Alternate Delegates Alternate Delegates Alternate Delegates Alternate Delegates
At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large

□□
□□ n

Congressional Congressional Congressional Congressional Congressional
District Delegates District Delegates District Delegates District Delegates District Delegates

□ □ □ □ □
□ _____ □ □ □ □

□
□
□

□
□n □

□ □□□ _ □
□
□

□□
□□ □

tressional Congressional Congressional Congressional Congressional
District Alternates District Alternates District Alternates District Alternates District Alternates

□
□
□

□ □□
□
□
□

□
□

□
□

□
1
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There shall also be printed on the ballot appropriate instruc-
tions to aid the voter with respect to expressing his preference
for a candidate for nomination as president. Election officers in
the presidential primaries, in counting and tabulating the votes
showing the voters’ preference for president, shall disregard the
omission or inaccuracy of initials, the omission, inaccuracy or
misspelling of Christian names, and the misspelling of surnames,
if the intent of the voter to express a preference for any
particular individual can be ascertained. Such statements of
voters of presidential preference shall be counted, tabulated
and entered in the records of election officers of votes cast.
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SECTION 4. Section 70F of said chapter 53, as most
recently amended, is hereby further amended by striking out
said section and inserting in place thereof the following sec-
tion:
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Section 70F. Upon the receipt of the records of the votes
cast at presidential primaries and within four days after said
primary the city or town clerk shall forthwith canvass the same
and make return of the votes for delegates at large, alternate
delegates at large, district delegates and alternate district dele-
gates and for election as members of the state committee,
together with the vote cast for presidential preference, to the
state secretary, who shall forthwith canvass such returns,
determine the results thereof, notify the successful candidates,
and certify to the state committees the results of the presiden-
tial preference vote and the names of the persons elected as
members of state committees. Said clerks shall determine the
results of the vote for members of ward and town committees,
issue proper certificates thereof to the successful candidates
and notify the chairmen of the city and town committees of
the respective parties and the chairmen of the state committees
of the respective parties. The state secretary shall determine the
results of the voting for delegate and alternate delegate and the
presidential preference voting by allotting to each presidential
preference for which votes were cast a fraction of the delegate
and alternate delegate positions to be filled in the presidential
primary, which is as nearly as possible equal to the fraction of
the total presidential preference vote which was cast for the
presidential preference receiving the allotment. Such allotment
shall be made separately for the commonwealth as a whole and
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C
30 for each congressional district by the procedures prescribed in

32 The state secretary shall determine separately, for the com-
33 monwealth as a whole and for each congressional district, first,
34 the total number of presidential preference votes cast and the
35 percentage thereof cast for each presidential preference; and.
36 second, the total number of votes cast for each candidate for ,

37 delegate and alternate delegate whose name was printed on thtr ;
38 ballot as pledged to a presidential candidate, for each such
39 candidate whose name appeared as an “uncommitted” candi-
40 date, and for each such candidate whose name was inserted on
41 the ballot by voters; and, third, the percentage share of the
42 total preference vote which represents a delegate and the
43 percentage share of the total which represents an alternate
44 delegate, which shares are referred to hereinafter as “electing
45 units” of the preference vote. The electing unit for an at large
46 delegate (or an at large alternate delegate) shall be determined
47 by dividing the number “one” by the number of at large
48 delegate positions (or at large alternate delegate positions) to
49 be filled. The electing units for district delegates and alternate
50 district delegates shall be determined by dividing the number
51 “one” by the number of district delegate (or the number of
52 alternate district delegate) positions to be filled.
53 One at large delegate position shall be allotted to each
54 presidential candidate for each part of his share of the com-
55 monwealth’s total preference vote equal to an electing unit for
56, an at large delegate, and a like allotment shall be made to the
57 “uncommitted” presidential preference. The district delegate
58 positions shall be allotted in the same manner, applying the
59. percentage shares of the preference vote in each congressional
60 district against the electing units of the preference vote for that
61 district. The remaining parts of the percentage shares of the
62 preference vote which are cast for the several presidential
63 preferences and which are not applied against electing units in
64 allotting delegate positions shall be ranked in order of de-
-65 scending size, separately for the commonwealth as a whole and
66 for each congressional district, and one unallotted delegate
67 position shall be allotted to each of the presidential prefer-
-68 ences, in the order in which they are ranked, until all such
69 positions have been allotted. The allotment of alternate dele-

31 this section.
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gate positions shall be made in the same manner as the
allotment of delegate positions; provided, however, that at least
one alternate delegate position shall be allotted to each presi-
dential preference receiving an allotment of a delegate position.
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The state secretary shall fill the at large delegate and
alternate delegate positions allotted to a presidential candidate
by declaring elected those of at the at large delegate and
alternate delegate candidates pledged to that candidate who
received the highest number of votes, until the full number of
at large positions allocated to that candidate have been filled.
District delegate and alternate district delegate positions allot-
ted to presidential candidates shall be filled in the same manner
by the district delegate candidates and alternate district dele-
gate candidates pledged to that presidential candidate. Positions
allotted to the “uncommitted” preference shall be filled in the
same manner, with the “uncommitted” delegate candidates and
“uncommitted” alternate delegate candidates (running at large
or in the districts, as appropriate) who received the highest
vote.
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If in voting for a candidate for delegate or alternate delegate
whose name he has inserted, a voter has indicated a supposed
presidential preference of the candidate, his vote shall be
counted and canvassed as a vote for a delegate or alternate
delegate candidate pledged to that presidential candidate, and
all such votes for that candidate for delegate or alternate
delegate shall be tabulated separately from any votes for that
candidate which indicate a different supposed presidential
preference or which do not indicate a presidential preference.
If no supposed presidential preference of a candidate for
delegate or alternate delegate has been indicated by the voter
inserting the candidate’s name, that vote shall be counted and
canvassed as a vote for an “uncommitted” candidate. For the
purposes of this section, such separately tabulated votes shall
be considered to be votes for separate candidates for delegate
or alternate delegate.
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] SECTION 5. Section 70G of said chapter 53, as most
2 recently amended, is hereby further amended by striking out
3 the first paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph:
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5 In case ot the death, withdrawal or ineligibility of a candi-
-6 date for delegate or alternate delegate to a national convention,
7 the vacancy may be filled in any manner which is clearly
8 provided for on the nomination paper placing such candidate in
9 nomination, before the signature of any voter is entered

10 thereon, otherwise the remaining candidate or candidates nomi-
-1 1 nated by the same nomination paper may fill the vacancy. In
1 2 case of a withdrawal, such vacancy must be filled by filing in
13 the office of the state secretary, within seventy-two week day
14 hours succeeding five o’clock in the afternoon of the last day
15 for filing withdrawals, a statement signed by the person or
16 persons authorized to fill the vacancy, giving the name and
17 residence of tire candidate nominated, accompanied by his
18 written acceptance. In the case of a vacancy which occurs
19 subsequent to the primary, by reason of the death, withdrawal
20 or ineligibility of a delegate or by the absence of a delegate at
21 the beginning of any vote, the vacancy shsll be filled by the
22 succession of the alternate delegate pledged to the same
23 candidate for the presidential nomination (or of the “uncom-
-24 mitted” alternate delegate in the case of a deceased, with-
-25 drawn, ineligible, or absent “uncommitted” delegate) who
26 received the highest vote. Alternate delegates at large may serve
27 in place of district delegates and district alternate delegates
28 may serve in place of at large delegates. Any vacancies which
29 may not be filled by the application of the provisions of this
30 section shall remain unfilled.

1 SECTION 6. Section 70G of chapter 53, as most recently

2 amended by section 5 of this act, is hereby further amended
3 by striking out the fourth paragraph and inserting in place
4 thereof the following paragraph: -

5 If there is a tie vote, as defined in section fifty-three, for
6 delegate or alternate delegate or if in allotting delegate or

7 alternate delegate positions under section 70F more than one

8 of the presidential preferences shall be entitled to the allotment
9 of the same position, the vacancy shall be filled, or the

10 position shall be allotted, as the case may be, by lot, under
11 direction of the state secretary, who shall notify each inter-
-12 ested person and give a representative of each an opportunity
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to be present. If there is such a tie for members of the state
committee, it shall be filled by the ward and town committees
of the district in which it exists.
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SECTION 7. Section 701 of said chapter 53, as most
recently amended, is hereby amended further by striking out
said section and inserting in place thereof the following sec-
tion:

1
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Section 701. If there is a roll call vote for president at the
national convention of a political party, all delegates and
alternate delegates from the commonwealth who are entitled to
vote on the first such roll call and whose binding presidential
preference appeared on the ballot shall vote on such first roll
call for the person for whom they stated their binding prefer-
ence, unless released by said candidate.
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SECTION 8. Section seventy J of said chapter fifty-three, as
most recently amended, is hereby repealed.
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o

SECTION 9. Chapter 53 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting the following new section after section
701: -

1
2
3 Section 70L. The state secretary shall notify any candidate

for the presidential nomination to whom any position for
delegate at large or alternate delegate at large has been allotted
if the number of positions allotted is greater than the number
of candidates for delegate at large or alternate delegate at large
pledged to that presidential candidate, including in the number
of such pledged candidates those whose names were inserted on
the ballot by the voters and who have complied with the
requirements of section 70M and who have also been approved
by the presidential candidate. The newly elected state commit-
tee shall appoint the number of delegates at large and alternate
delegates at large necessary to make up the deficiency, but no
person shall be appointed unless his or her name appears on a
list of possible appointees acceptable to said presidential candi-
date. Such list shall contain the names of at least one and
one-half as many possible appointees as there are positions to
be filled, listed separately for each position. The list shall be
signed by said presidential candidate and by each possible
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appointee whose name appears thereon and shall be delivered
to the state secretary and the state committee not more than
ten days following said presidential candidate’s receipt of the
deficiency notice from the state secretary. Promptly after
making the necessary appointments to fill said positions, the
state committee shall notify the state secretary and said
presidential candidate of the names of the persons appointed.
Positions not filled by the state committee within fifteen
after receipt of the list of possible appointees shall be deemed
to have been filled by the appointment of the persons named
on the list in the order in which their names appear, to the
extent necessary to fill the positions. Any such deficiency in
the number of pledged candidate for district delegate or
alternate district delegate shall be filled in the same manner.
Any such deficiency in the number of “uncommitted” candi-
dates for delegates at large, district delegate or alternate district
delegate shall be filled by persons designated by the newly
elected state committee.
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SECTION 10. Chapter 53 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting the following new section after section
70L, inserted by section 9 of this act:

7

3
Section 70M. No person whose name was not printed on the

ballot shall be declared elected under section 70F to fill a
position as delegate or as alternate delegate allotted to a

presidential candidate unless a statement of preference for that
presidential candidate by that person and a statement of
acceptance of that person as a delegate or alternate delegate by
tlaat presidential candidate are filed with the office of the state
secretary within ten days following receipt of notice from the
state secretary by the person and by the candidate for the
presidential nomination that such person will be
elected to fill a position allotted to the presidential candidate
upon compliance with this section.
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SECTION 11. Section 2of chapter 53 of the General Laws,
as most recently amended, is hereby further amended by
striking out, in the first sentence, the words; - ”, and seventy
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1 SECTION 12. Section 70A of chapter 53 of the General
2 Laws, as added by chapter 473 of the acts of 1938, is hereby
3 amended by adding, after the words, “section seventy B to
4 seventy H, inclusive”, the words: “and sections seventy L
5 and seventy M.”

j SECTION 13. Section 70H of chapter 53 of the General
2 Laws, as added by chapter 473 of the acts of 1938, is hereby
3 amended by striking out, in the first sentence, the word “five”
4 and substituting the word “six”; and by adding, after the
5 words “preceding sections” the words; “and with sections
g seventy L and seventy M.”
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